Comprehending the Unbound Book

For nearly two thousand years readers have been comprehending prose in the form of hand-held, bound books.

What are the opportunity costs of comprehending prose in this form?

Prior to the binding of prose in book form, readers comprehended writing that was drawn in rolling sand, painted on giant slabs, chiseled in large stones, inked onto lengthy scrolls, penned on spacious parchments, and sewn into long tapestries for nearly four thousand years.

What happened to comprehension when the content of books shifted from wall-size, unbound surfaces to hand-held, bound materials?

To grapple with these questions, this talk draws upon historical, technological, conceptual, and pedagogical resources to examine the contemporary case of the unbound book … which newer technologies make possible.

In particular, the discussion will focus on the affordances of wall-size and floor-size spaces for comprehending the unbound book. Working examples will be provided and discussed.
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